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INTRODUCTION
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Soil moisture is a major control variable on hydrological processes both
at the storm event scale as well as in the long term, for a catchment
area. In particular the relation between soil moisture and near surface
air temperature is significant for climate change and climate extremes.
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The majority of such environmental data is traditionally collected through insitu monitoring stations, that require significant investments. Scent project aims
to complement this infrastructure through low-cost portable sensors provided
to citizens, allowing them to monitor changes in their local environment.

METHOD
To this end, Scent MEASURE application has been developed, enabling citizens to record and measure
changes in soil conditions. The application works in tandem with a portable smart sensor, connected to
the user’s mobile phone or tablet. More specifically, Xiaomi International Version Flower Care Smart
Monitor sensor is utilised, providing a wireless interface, open API and a convenient and ease way of use.
Users can simply insert the sensor into the ground and, select whether to measure and report soil
moisture levels and/or air temperature and receive the measurements directly to the app.
Scent Measure is a custom innovative Android application that can be used as a standalone or in
combination with Scent Explore. While playing Scent Explore, Scent Measure will be triggered, prompting
users to take a measurement at an important point of interest.

Off-the-shelf Xiaomi Flower Care Smart Monitor
(International Version) compatible with all European devices

Key functionalities of Scent Measure :
✓ Online – Offline data collection;

✓ User authentication;

✓ Multilanguage support;

✓ System notifications;

✓ Controlled measurement collection ~15s ;

✓ Update of
moisture UI;

✓ Geolocalisation ;
✓ Device renaming for easy sensor identification;
✓ Options (Languages, Metric units, Networking);
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✓ Communication with Scent Explore;
✓ Trust level
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RESULTS
✓ User acceptance;
✓ Validated in Kifisos & Danube Delta
pilot areas;
✓ 380 total downloads;
✓ More than 2500 measurements of
soil moisture and air temperature.

Use of Xiaomi Flower Care Smart Monitor and Scent Measure on
field campaign

Visualisation of sensor observations through the Scent Harmonisation
platform
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